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Under Pressure - Hina Jamelle 2021-09-29
Under Pressure is about instigation and design
in urban housing. Urban housing is a bellwether
for economic, social, and political change. It
varies widely in quality, typology, and audience
and lies between the formal systems of urban
infrastructure and the informal systems of daily
life. Housing’s complexity offers unique and
exciting opportunities to architects. Its
entwinement with private equity and public
agencies presents important challenges
amplified by urbanization. This book gathers and
contextualizes relevant conversations in urban
housing unfolding today across architecture
through four topics: Learning from History,
Changing Domesticities, Housing Finance and
Policy, and Design and Material Innovation. The
result is a multi-disciplinary amalgam of
research and design intelligence from thought
leaders in the fields of architecture, real estate,
economics, policy, material design, and finance.
Capital in the Twenty-First Century - Thomas
Piketty 2017-08-14
What are the grand dynamics that drive the
accumulation and distribution of capital?
Questions about the long-term evolution of
inequality, the concentration of wealth, and the
prospects for economic growth lie at the heart of
political economy. But satisfactory answers have
been hard to find for lack of adequate data and
clear guiding theories. In this work the author
analyzes a unique collection of data from twenty
countries, ranging as far back as the eighteenth
century, to uncover key economic and social

patterns. His findings transform debate and set
the agenda for the next generation of thought
about wealth and inequality. He shows that
modern economic growth and the diffusion of
knowledge have allowed us to avoid inequalities
on the apocalyptic scale predicted by Karl Marx.
But we have not modified the deep structures of
capital and inequality as much as we thought in
the optimistic decades following World War II.
The main driver of inequality--the tendency of
returns on capital to exceed the rate of economic
growth--today threatens to generate extreme
inequalities that stir discontent and undermine
democratic values if political action is not taken.
But economic trends are not acts of God.
Political action has curbed dangerous
inequalities in the past, the author says, and may
do so again. This original work reorients our
understanding of economic history and confronts
us with sobering lessons for today.
Good Economics for Hard Times - Abhijit V.
Banerjee 2019-11-12
The winners of the Nobel Prize show how
economics, when done right, can help us solve
the thorniest social and political problems of our
day. Figuring out how to deal with today's
critical economic problems is perhaps the great
challenge of our time. Much greater than space
travel or perhaps even the next revolutionary
medical breakthrough, what is at stake is the
whole idea of the good life as we have known it.
Immigration and inequality, globalization and
technological disruption, slowing growth and
accelerating climate change--these are sources
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of great anxiety across the world, from New
Delhi and Dakar to Paris and Washington, DC.
The resources to address these challenges are
there--what we lack are ideas that will help us
jump the wall of disagreement and distrust that
divides us. If we succeed, history will remember
our era with gratitude; if we fail, the potential
losses are incalculable. In this revolutionary
book, renowned MIT economists Abhijit V.
Banerjee and Esther Duflo take on this
challenge, building on cutting-edge research in
economics explained with lucidity and grace.
Original, provocative, and urgent, Good
Economics for Hard Times makes a persuasive
case for an intelligent interventionism and a
society built on compassion and respect. It is an
extraordinary achievement, one that shines a
light to help us appreciate and understand our
precariously balanced world.
The New Enclosure - Brett Chistophers
2019-01-29
How public land has been stolen from us. Much
has been written about Britain's trailblazing
post-1970s privatization program, but the
biggest privatization of them all has until now
escaped scrutiny: the privatization of land. Since
Margaret Thatcher took power in 1979, and
hidden from the public eye, about 10 per cent of
the entire British land mass, including some of
its most valuable real estate, has passed from
public to private hands. Forest land, defence
land, health service land and above all else local
authority land- for farming and school sports, for
recreation and housing - has been sold off en
masse. Why? How? And with what social,
economic and political consequences? The New
Enclosure provides the first ever study of this
profoundly significant phenomenon, situating it
as a centrepiece of neoliberalism in Britain and
as a successor programme to the original
eighteenth-century enclosures. With more public
land still slated for disposal, the book identifies
the stakes and asks what, if anything, can and
should be done.
Economics for the Rest of Us - Moshe Adler
2009-11-17
“Vivid case studies . . . Adler’s frustration with
wrongheaded economic thinking is as
entertaining as it is thought provoking.”
—Publishers Weekly Why do so many
contemporary economists consider food

subsidies in starving countries, rent control in
rich cities, and health insurance everywhere
“inefficient”? Why do they feel that corporate
executives deserve no less than their
multimillion-dollar “compensation” packages
and workers no more than their meager wages?
Here is a lively and accessible debunking of the
two elements that make economics the “science”
of the rich: the definition of what is efficient and
the theory of how wages are determined. The
first is used to justify the cruelest policies, the
second grand larceny. Filled with lively
examples—from food riots in Indonesia to
eminent domain in Connecticut and everyone
from Adam Smith to Jeremy Bentham to Larry
Summers—Economics for the Rest of Us shows
how today’s dominant economic theories
evolved, how they explicitly favor the rich over
the poor, and why they’re not the only or best
options. Written for anyone with an interest in
understanding contemporary economic
thinking—and why it is dead wrong—Economics
for the Rest of Us offers a foundation for a
fundamentally more just economic system.
“Brilliant.” —David Cay Johnston, Pulitzer
Prize–winning and New York Times–bestselling
author of It’s Even Worse Than You Think
Broken Homes - Peter Bill 2020-09-28
There is ‘no place like home’ sighs Dorothy in
The Wizard of Oz. A sentiment with heightened
meaning in Britain 2020. There is no book like
Broken Homes either.
New Structural Economics - Justin Yifu Lin
2012-01-01
This book provides an innovative framework to
analyze the process of industrial upgrading and
diversification, a key feature of economic
development. Based on this framework, it
provides concrete advice to development
practitioners and policy makers on how to
unleash a country's growth potential.
Sex and the IWorld - Dale S. Kuehne 2009-07
A political scientist and pastor offers a positive,
holistic vision that helps readers engage the
cultural debate on sex and marriage in personal
ethics and public policy.
Reconstructing Urban Economics - Franklin
Obeng-Odoom 2016-08-15
Neoclassical economics, the intellectual bedrock
of modern capitalism, faces growing criticisms,
as many of its key assumptions and policy
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prescriptions are systematically challenged. Yet,
there remains one field of economics where
these limitations continue virtually
unchallenged: the study of cities and regions in
built-environment economics. In this book,
Franklin Obeng-Odoom draws on institutional,
Georgist and Marxist economics to clearly but
comprehensively show what the key issues are
today in thinking about urban economics. In
doing so, he demonstrates the widespread
tensions and contradictions in the status quo,
showing how to reconstruct urban economics in
order to create a more just society and
environment.
Law and the Precarious Home - Helen Carr
2018-05-17
This book explores the emergent and
internationally widespread phenomenon of
precariousness, specifically in relation to the
home. It maps the complex reality of the
insecure home by examining the many ways in
which precariousness is manifested in legal and
social change across a number of otherwise very
different jurisdictions. By applying innovative
work done by socio-legal scholars in other fields
such as labour law and welfare law to the home,
Law and the Precarious Home offers a broader
theoretical understanding of contemporary
'precarisation' of law and society. It will enable
reflections upon differential experience of home
dependent upon class, race and gender from a
range of local, national and cross-national
perspectives. Finally it will explore the
pluralisation of ideas of home in subjective
experience, social reality and legal form. The
answers offered in this book reflect the expertise
and standing of the assembled authors who are
international leaders in their field, with decades
of first-hand practical and intellectual
engagement with the area.
Asset Building and Low-income Families Signe-Mary McKernan 2008
Low-income families have scant savings to
cushion a job loss or illness, and can find
economic mobility impossible without funds to
invest in education, homes, or businesses. And
though a lack of resources leaves such families
vulnerable, income-support programs are often
closed to those with a bit of savings or even a
car. Considering welfare-to-work reforms, the
increasingly advanced skill demands of the

American workforce, and our stretched Social
Security system, such an approach is inadequate
to lift families out of poverty. Asset-based
policies--allowing or even helping low-income
families build wealth--are an increasingly
popular strategy to facilitate financial stability.
The Political Economy of Government Subsidised
Housing in South Africa - Sithembiso Lindelihle
Myeni 2019-08-15
This book unpacks the political economy of
government subsidised housing programmes in
South Africa. Exploring government policy
towards subsidised housing in South Africa, this
edited collection analyses various programmes,
their shortcomings and potential options to
address these weaknesses in the context of a
country suffering from an exponential demand
for housing in the face of insufficient supply. The
Political Economy of Government Subsidised
Housing in South Africa looks at the complex
and contested nature of the issue in postapartheid South Africa, stimulating debate and
knowledge sharing on housing programmes,
proffering solutions to the issue. The book
explores the issue from both practical and
intellectual standpoints, exploring the
relationship between historical institutional
legacies and contemporary power structures,
and their role in provision of housing for the
growing population of South Africa. This book
will be of great interest to students of urban and
regional planning, political economy,
development studies, and African studies.
The Return of Depression Economics - Paul
R. Krugman 2000
Looks at the string of financial crises that have
plagued various economies around the world
during the 1990s
The Economics of Belonging - Martin Sandbu
2022-05-17
A radical new approach to economic policy that
addresses the symptoms and causes of inequality
in Western society today Fueled by populism and
the frustrations of the disenfranchised, the past
few years have witnessed the widespread
rejection of the economic and political order that
Western countries built up after 1945. Political
debates have turned into violent clashes
between those who want to “take their country
back” and those viewed as defending an elitist,
broken, and unpatriotic social contract. There
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seems to be an increasing polarization of values.
The Economics of Belonging argues that we
should step back and take a fresh look at the
root causes of our current challenges. In this
original, engaging book, Martin Sandbu argues
that economics remains at the heart of our
widening inequality and it is only by focusing on
the right policies that we can address it. He
proposes a detailed, radical plan for creating a
just economy where everyone can belong.
Sandbu demonstrates that the rising numbers of
the left behind are not due to globalization gone
too far. Rather, technological change and flawed
but avoidable domestic policies have eroded the
foundations of an economy in which everyone
can participate—and would have done so even
with a much less globalized economy. Sandbu
contends that we have to double down on
economic openness while pursuing dramatic
reforms involving productivity, regional
development, support for small- and mediumsized businesses, and increased worker
representation. He discusses how a more active
macroeconomic policy, education for all,
universal basic income, and better taxation of
capital could work together for society’s benefit.
Offering real answers, not invective, for facing
our most serious political issues, The Economics
of Belonging shows how a better economic
system can work for all.
Rethinking the Economics of Land and
Housing - Josh Ryan-Collins 2017-02-28
Why are house prices in many advanced
economies rising faster than incomes? Why isn’t
land and location taught or seen as important in
modern economics? What is the relationship
between the financial system and land? In this
accessible but provocative guide to the
economics of land and housing, the authors
reveal how many of the key challenges facing
modern economies - including housing crises,
financial instability and growing inequalities are intimately tied to the land economy. Looking
at the ways in which discussions of land have
been routinely excluded from both housing
policy and economic theory, the authors show
that in order to tackle these increasingly
pressing issues a major rethink by both
politicians and economists is required.
Rethinking the Economics of Land and Housing Josh Ryan-Collins 2017-02-28

Why are house prices in many advanced
economies rising faster than incomes? Why isn't
land and location taught or seen as important in
modern economics? What is the relationship
between the financial system and land? In this
accessible but provocative guide to the
economics of land and housing, the authors
reveal how many of the key challenges facing
modern economies - including housing crises,
financial instability and growing inequalities are intimately tied to the land economy. Looking
at the ways in which discussions of land have
been routinely excluded from both housing
policy and economic theory, the authors show
that in order to tackle these increasingly
pressing issues a major rethink by both
politicians and economists is required.
Golden Gates - Conor Dougherty 2020-02-18
A Time 100 Must-Read Book of 2020 • A New
York Times Book Review Editors' Choice •
California Book Award Silver Medal in
Nonfiction • Finalist for The New York Public
Library Helen Bernstein Book Award for
Excellence in Journalism • Named a top 30 mustread Book of 2020 by the New York Post •
Named one of the 10 Best Business Books of
2020 by Fortune • Named A Must-Read Book of
2020 by Apartment Therapy • Runner-Up
General Nonfiction: San Francisco Book Festival
• A Planetizen Top Urban Planning Book of 2020
• Shortlisted for the Goddard Riverside Stephan
Russo Book Prize for Social Justice “Tells the
story of housing in all its complexity.” —NPR
Spacious and affordable homes used to be the
hallmark of American prosperity. Today,
however, punishing rents and the increasingly
prohibitive cost of ownership have turned
housing into the foremost symbol of inequality
and an economy gone wrong. Nowhere is this
more visible than in the San Francisco Bay Area,
where fleets of private buses ferry software
engineers past the tarp-and-plywood shanties of
the homeless. The adage that California is a
glimpse of the nation’s future has become a
cautionary tale. With propulsive storytelling and
ground-level reporting, New York Times
journalist Conor Dougherty chronicles America’s
housing crisis from its West Coast epicenter,
peeling back the decades of history and
economic forces that brought us here and taking
readers inside the activist movements that have
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risen in tandem with housing costs.
Transnational Land Grabs and Restitution
in an Age of the (De-)Militarised New
Scramble for Africa: A Pan African SocioLegal - Warikandwa, Tapiwa V. 2017-09-26
One of the fundamental challenges in
deconstructing, rethinking and remaking the
world from a Pan African vantage point is that
some captives have tended to delight in the
warmth of the [imperial] predator’s mouth. In
other words, some captives forget that the
imperial predator’s mouth gets warm because
empire is eating and heating up from prey on the
continent. (De-)Militarisation, Transnational
Land Grabs and Restitution in an Age of the New
Scramble for Africa: A Pan African Socio-Legal
Perspective is a book that knocks on key aspects
relating to land, militarisation, a PostAfrican
World Order and a chaotic Post-God World
Order, which require critical scholarly and policy
attention in the quest to free Africa from
centuries-old imperial depredations. The book
carefully navigates the imperial entrapments
which are designed to focus African attention
only on decolonising African minds without also
engaging in the [imperially more unsettling]
decolonisation of African materialities.
Rethinking Federal Housing Policy - Edward
Ludwig Glaeser 2008
In Rethinking Federal Housing Policy: How to
Make Housing Plentiful and Affordable, Edward
L. Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko explain why
housing is so expensive in some areas and
outline a plan for making it more affordable.
The Poor Had No Lawyers - Andy Wightman
2015-08-18
Who owns Scotland? How did they get it? What
happened to all the common land in Scotland?
Has the Scottish Parliament made any
difference? Can we get our common good land
back? In this book, Andy Wightman updates the
statistics of landownership in Scotland and
explores how and why landowners got their
hands on the millions of acres of land that were
once held in common. He tells the untold story
of how Scotland's legal establishment and
politicians managed to appropriate land through
legal fixes. Have attempts to redistribute this
power more equitably made any difference, and
what are the full implications of the recent debtfuelled housing bubble, the Smith Commission

and the new Scottish Government's proposals on
land reform? For all those with an interest in
urban and rural land in Scotland, this updated
edition of The Poor Had No Lawyers provides a
fascinating analysis of one the most important
political questions in Scotland.
Housing for Degrowth - Anitra Nelson
2018-08-13
‘Degrowth’, a type of ‘postgrowth’, is becoming
a strong political, practical and cultural
movement for downscaling and transforming
societies beyond capitalist growth and noncapitalist productivism to achieve global
sustainability and satisfy everyone’s basic needs.
This groundbreaking collection on housing for
degrowth addresses key challenges of
unaffordable, unsustainable and anti-social
housing today, including going beyond struggles
for a 'right to the city' to a 'right to metabolism',
advocating refurbishment versus demolition, and
revealing controversies within the degrowth
movement on urbanisation, decentralisation and
open localism. International case studies show
how housing for degrowth is based on
sufficiency and conviviality, living a ‘one planet
lifestyle’ with a common ecological footprint.
This book explores environmental, cultural and
economic housing and planning issues from
interdisciplinary perspectives such as urbanism,
ecological economics, environmental justice,
housing studies and policy, planning studies and
policy, sustainability studies, political ecology,
social change and degrowth. It will appeal to
students and scholars across a wide range of
disciplines.
Poor Economics - Abhijit Banerjee 2012-03-27
The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics
upend the most common assumptions about how
economics works in this gripping and disruptive
portrait of how poor people actually live. Why do
the poor borrow to save? Why do they miss out
on free life-saving immunizations, but pay for
unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit
V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo, two awardwinning MIT professors, answer these questions
based on years of field research from around the
world. Called "marvelous, rewarding" by the
Wall Street Journal, the book offers a radical
rethinking of the economics of poverty and an
intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor
Economics shows that creating a world without
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poverty begins with understanding the daily
decisions facing the poor.
The Asset Economy - Lisa Adkins 2020-10-07
Rising inequality is the defining feature of our
age. With the lion’s share of wealth growth
going to the top, for a growing percentage of
society a middle-class existence is out of reach.
What exactly are the economic shifts that have
driven the social transformations taking place in
Anglo-capitalist societies? In this timely book,
Lisa Adkins, Melinda Cooper and Martijn
Konings argue that the rise of the asset economy
has produced a new logic of inequality. Several
decades of property inflation have seen asset
ownership overshadow employment as a
determinant of class position. Exploring the
impact of generational dynamics in this new
class landscape, the book advances an original
perspective on a range of phenomena that are
widely debated but poorly understood –
including the growth of wealth inequalities and
precarity, the dynamics of urban property
inflation, changes in fiscal and monetary policy
and the predicament of the “millennial”
generation. Despite widespread awareness of
the harmful effects of Quantitative Easing and
similar asset-supporting measures, we appear to
have entered an era of policy “lock-in” that is
responsible for a growing disconnect between
popular expectations and institutional priorities.
The resulting polarization underlies many of the
volatile dynamics and rapidly shifting alliances
that dominate today’s headlines.
Rethinking Real Estate - Dror Poleg
2019-10-31
Technology is revolutionizing the way real estate
is designed, operated, and valued. It is
democratizing access to capital and information,
changing the way tenants use space, and
eroding the power of regulation. Billions of
dollars are funding these new real estate
technologies and operating models. Value is
shifting away from the assets themselves toward
those who understand the needs of specific endusers and can use technology to deliver
comprehensive, on-demand solutions. With all of
these developments, there is an urgent need for
a resource that helps industry practitioners
think differently about their investment,
customers, and competition. Rethinking Real
Estate answers that call. It explores the impact

of technology on all asset types — from retail
projects, through lodging and residential
properties, to office buildings and industrial
facilities. Based on the author’s two decades of
experience working across four continents
alongside the world’s leading real estate
investors, as well as hundreds of conversations
with start-up founders and venture capitalists,
this book provides practitioners with key
insights, methodologies, and practical strategies
to identify risks, take advantage of emerging
opportunities, evaluate new competitors, and
transform their organization, project, venture, or
career. Whether you are an investor, developer,
operator, broker, lender, facility manager,
designer, planner, or technology entrepreneur,
this book will help you navigate the exciting
period ahead.
Econometric Analyses of International
Housing Markets - Rita Yi Man Li 2016-03-31
This book explores how econometric modelling
can be used to provide valuable insight into
international housing markets. Initially
describing the role of econometrics modelling in
real estate market research and how it has
developed in recent years, the book goes on to
compare and contrast the impact of various
macroeconomic factors on developed and
developing housing markets. Explaining the
similarities and differences in the impact of
financial crises on housing markets around the
world, the author's econometric analysis of
housing markets across the world provides a
broad and nuanced perspective on the impact of
both international financial markets and local
macro economy on housing markets. With
discussion of countries such as China, Germany,
UK, US and South Africa, the lessons learned
will be of interest to scholars of Real Estate
economics around the world.
The Economics of Social Determinants of Health
and Health Inequalities - World Health
Organization 2013
"This resource book discusses the economic
arguments that could (and could not) be put
forth to support the case for investing in the
social determinants of health on average and in
the reduction in socially determined health
inequalities. It provides an overview and
introduction into how economists would
approach the assessment of the economic
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motivation to invest in the social determinants of
health and socially determined health inequities,
including what the major challenges are in this
assessment. It illustrates the extent to which an
economic argument can be made in favour of
investment in 3 major social determinants of
health areas: education, social protection, and
urban development and infrastructure. It
describes whether education policy, social
protection, and urban development, housing and
transport policy can act as health policy"-Rethinking Value Chains - Palpacuer, Florence
2021-08-13
EPUB and EPDF available Open Access under
CC-BY-NC-ND licence. Today, production
processes have become fragmented with a range
of activities divided among firms and workers
across borders. These global value chains are
being strongly promoted by international
organisations, such as the World Bank and the
World Trade Organization, but social and
political backlash is mounting in a growing
variety of forms. This ambitious volume brings
together academics and activists from Europe to
address the social and environmental
imbalances of global production. Thinking
creatively about how to reform the current
economic system, this book will be essential
reading for those interested in building
sustainable alternatives at local, regional and
global levels.
The New Geography of Jobs - Enrico Moretti
2012
A rising young economist at Berkeley makes
correlations between success and geography,
explaining how such rising centers of innovation
as San Francisco, Boston and Austin are likely to
offer influential opportunities and shape the
national and global economies in positive or
detrimental ways.
Why Can't You Afford a Home? - Josh RyanCollins 2018-11-26
Throughout the Western world, a whole
generation is being priced out of the housing
market. For millions of people, particularly
millennials, the basic goal of acquiring decent,
affordable accommodation is a distant dream.
Leading economist Josh Ryan-Collins argues that
to understand this crisis, we must examine a
crucial paradox at the heart of modern
capitalism. The interaction of private home

ownership and a lightly regulated commercial
banking system leads to a feedback cycle.
Unlimited credit and money flows into an
inherently finite supply of property, which
causes rising house prices, declining home
ownership, rising inequality and debt, stagnant
growth and financial instability. Radical reforms
are needed to break the cycle. This engaging
and topical book will be essential reading for
anyone who wants to understand why they can’t
find an affordable home, and what we can do
about it.
Rethinking the Economics of Land and
Housing - Josh Ryan-Collins 2022-11-24
Why are house prices in many advanced
economies rising faster than incomes? Why isn't
land and location taught or seen as important in
modern economics? What is the relationship
between the financial system and land?In this
accessible but provocative guide to the
economics of land and housing, the authors
reveal how many of the key challenges facing
modern economies - including housing crises,
financial instability and growing inequalities are intimately tied to the land economy. Looking
at the ways in which discussions of land have
been routinely excluded from both housing
policy and economic theory, the authors show
that in order to tackle these increasingly
pressing issues a major rethink by both
politicians and economists is required.
Understanding Affordability - Meen, Geoffrey
2020-07-08
For many younger and lower-income people,
housing affordability continues to worsen. Based
on the academic research of two distinguished
housing economists – and stimulated by working
with governments across the world - this wideranging book sets out clear theoretical and
empirical frameworks to tackle one of today’s
most important socio-economic issues. Housing
unaffordability arises from complex forces and a
prerequisite to effective policy is understanding
the causes of rising house prices and rents and
the interactions between housing, housing
finance and the macroeconomy. The authors
challenge many of the conventional wisdoms in
housing policy and offer innovative
recommendations to improve affordability.
ReThinking a Lot - Eran Ben-Joseph
2015-01-30
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There are an estimated 600,000,000 passenger
cars in the world, and that number is increasing
every day. So too is Earth's supply of parking
spaces. In some cities, parking lots cover more
than one-third of the metropolitan footprint. It's
official: we have paved paradise and put up a
parking lot. In ReThinking a Lot, Eran BenJoseph shares a different vision for parking's
future. Parking lots, he writes, are ripe for
transformation. After all, their design and
function has not been rethought since the 1950s.
With this book, Ben-Joseph pushes the parking
lot into the twenty-first century. Ben-Joseph
shows that parking lots can be aesthetically
pleasing, environmentally and architecturally
responsible, and used for something other than
car storage. He introduces us to some of the
many alternative and nonparking purposes that
parking lots have served -- from RV
campgrounds to stages for "Shakespeare in the
Parking Lot." He shows us parking lots that are
lushly planted with trees and flowers and
beautifully integrated with the rest of the built
environment. With purposeful design, BenJoseph argues, parking lots could be significant
public places, contributing as much to their
communities as great boulevards, parks, or
plazas. For all the acreage they cover, parking
lots have received scant attention. It's time to
change that; it's time to rethink the lot.
In Defense of Housing - Peter Marcuse
2016-08-16
In every major city in the world there is a
housing crisis. How did this happen and what
can we do about it? Everyone needs and
deserves housing. But today our homes are
being transformed into commodities, making the
inequalities of the city ever more acute. Profit
has become more important than social need.
The poor are forced to pay more for worse
housing. Communities are faced with the
violence of displacement and gentrification. And
the benefits of decent housing are only available
for those who can afford it. In Defense of
Housing is the definitive statement on this crisis
from leading urban planner Peter Marcuse and
sociologist David Madden. They look at the
causes and consequences of the housing
problem and detail the need for progressive
alternatives. The housing crisis cannot be solved
by minor policy shifts, they argue. Rather, the

housing crisis has deep political and economic
roots—and therefore requires a radical
response.
Broken Cities - Deborah Potts 2020-04-15
From Britain’s ‘Generation Rent’ to Hong Kong’s
notorious ‘cage homes’, societies around the
world are facing a housing crisis of
unprecedented proportions. The social
consequences have been profound, with a lack of
affordable housing resulting in overcrowding,
homelessness, broken families and, in many
countries, a sharp decline in fertility. In Broken
Cities, Deborah Potts offers a provocative new
perspective on the global housing crisis arguing
that the problem lies mainly with demand rather
than supply. Potts shows how market-set rates of
pay and incomes for vast numbers of households
in the world’s largest cities in the global South
and North are simply too low to rent or buy any
housing that is legal, planned and decent. As the
influence of free market economics has
increased, the situation has worsened. Potts
argues that the crisis needs radical solutions.
With the world becoming increasingly urbanized,
this book provides a timely and urgent account
of one of the most pressing social challenges of
the 21st century. Exploring the effects of the
housing crisis across the global North and
South, Broken Cities is a warning of the greater
crises to come if these issues are not addressed.
Beyond Privatopia - Evan McKenzie 2011
The rise of residential private governance may
be the most extensive and dramatic privatization
of public life in U.S. history. Private
communities, often called common interest
developments, are now home to almost one-fifth
of the U.S. population--indeed, many localities
have mandated that all new development be
encompassed in a CID. The ubiquity of private
communities has changed the nature of local
governance. Residents may like closer control of
neighborhood services but may also find
themselves contending with intrusions an
elected government would not be allowed to
make, like a ban on pets or yard decorations.
And if things go wrong, the contracts residents
must sign to purchase within the community
give them little legal recourse. In Beyond
Privatopia: Rethinking Residential Private
Government, attorney and political science
scholar Evan McKenzie explores emerging
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trends in private governments and competing
schools of thought on how to operate them, from
state oversight to laissez-faire libertarianism.
Know Your Price - Andre M. Perry 2020-05-19
The deliberate devaluation of Blacks and their
communities has had very real, far-reaching, and
negative economic and social effects. An
enduring white supremacist myth claims brutal
conditions in Black communities are mainly the
result of Black people’s collective choices and
moral failings. “That’s just how they are” or
“there’s really no excuse”: we’ve all heard those
not so subtle digs. But there is nothing wrong
with Black people that ending racism can’t solve.
We haven’t known how much the country will
gain by properly valuing homes and businesses,
family structures, voters, and school districts in
Black neighborhoods. And we need to know.
Noted educator, journalist, and scholar Andre
Perry takes readers on a tour of six Blackmajority cities whose assets and strengths are
undervalued. Perry begins in his hometown of
Wilkinsburg, a small city east of Pittsburgh that,
unlike its much larger neighbor, is struggling
and failing to attract new jobs and industry.
Bringing his own personal story of growing up in
Black-majority Wilkinsburg, Perry also spotlights
five others where he has deep connections:
Detroit, Birmingham, New Orleans, Atlanta, and
Washington, D.C. He provides an intimate look
at the assets that should be of greater value to
residents—and that can be if they demand it.
Perry provides a new means of determining the
value of Black communities. Rejecting policies
shaped by flawed perspectives of the past and
present, it gives fresh insights on the historical
effects of racism and provides a new value
paradigm to limit them in the future. Know Your
Price demonstrates the worth of Black people’s
intrinsic personal strengths, real property, and
traditional institutions. These assets are a means
of empowerment and, as Perry argues in this
provocative and very personal book, are what we
need to know and understand to build Black
prosperity.
Where Does Money Come From? - Josh RyanCollins 2014-01-31
Based on detailed research and consultation
with experts, including the Bank of England, this
book reviews theoretical and historical debates
on the nature of money and banking and

explains the role of the central bank, the
Government and the European Union. Following
a sell out first edition and reprint, this second
edition includes new sections on Libor and
quantitative easing in the UK and the sovereign
debt crisis in Europe.
Rethinking Urban Risk and Resettlement in the
Global South - Cassidy Johnson 2021-06-10
Environmental changes have significant impacts
on people’s lives and livelihoods, particularly the
urban poor and those living in informal
settlements. In an effort to reduce urban
residents’ exposure to climate change and
hazards such as natural disasters, resettlement
programmes are becoming widespread across
the Global South. While resettlement may
reduce a region’s future climate-related disaster
risk, it often increases poverty and vulnerability,
and can be used as a reason to evict people from
areas undergoing redevelopment. A
collaboration between the Bartlett Development
Planning Unit at UCL, the Indian Institute for
Human Settlements and the Latin American
Social Science Faculty, Rethinking Urban Risk
and Resettlement in the Global South collates
the findings from 'Reducing Relocation Risks', a
research project that studied urban areas across
India, Uganda, Peru, Colombia and Mexico. The
findings are augmented with chapters by
researchers with many years of insight into
resettlement, property rights and evictions, who
offer cases from Monserrat, Cambodia,
Philippines and elsewhere. The contributors
collectively argue that the processes for making
and implementing decisions play a large part in
determining whether outcomes are socially just,
and examine various value systems and
strategies adopted by individuals versus
authorities. Considering perceptions of risk, the
volume offers a unique way to think about
economic assessments in the context of
resettlement and draws parallels between
different country contexts to compare fully
urbanised areas with those experiencing urban
growth. It also provides an opportunity to rethink how disaster risk management can better
address the accumulation of urban risks through
urban planning.
Urban Land Rent - Anne Haila 2015-12-14
In Urban Land Rent, Anne Haila uses Singapore
as a case study to develop an original theory of
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urban land rent with important implications for
urban studies and urban theory. Provides a
comprehensive analysis of land, rent theory, and
the modern city Examines the question of land
from a variety of perspectives: as a resource,
ideologies, interventions in the land market,
actors in the land market, the global scope of
land markets, and investments in land Details
the Asian development state model, historical
and contemporary land regimes, public housing
models, and the development industry for

Singapore and several other cities Incorporates
discussion of the modern real estate market,
with reference to real estate investment trusts,
sovereign wealth funds investing in real estate,
and the fusion between sophisticated financial
instruments and real estate
High Life - Matthew Gordon Lasner 2012
The first comprehensive architectural and
cultural history of condominium and cooperative
housing in 20th-century America.
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